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Transformations

Monday   To describe the positions on a coordinates grid 

Tuesday   To improve calculation fluency (20for20)

Wednesday   To translate shapes on a grid 

Thursday   To reflect shapes on a grid 

Friday  To understand scale factor enlargement 
    

Learning objectives

This week's maths

Sep 1018:45

A

DC

B

L.O: To describe the positions on a coordinates grid 

A = 2,11

B = 8,11

C = 2,5

D = 8,5

x

y

Sep 1018:45

A B

C D

Year 5s. 
• On a grid, or in your book if you 

want to go larger.
• Draw on a range of shapes (not just 

squares) and label their vertices 
using letters. 

• Also label your shape with a letter
• I would expect to see at least A-C 

for the vertices.

• Under your grid or on the next 
page write down the co-ordinates 
of the shapes you have just 
created. 

A

B C

(2,11) (7,11)

(3,4)

(2,2) (4,2)

(2,6) (7,6)

Sep 1018:45

A B

C

10,10 5,10

10,6 5,6

3,9 6,9

3,5 6,5

6,5

9,9 4,9

Sep 1018:57

Missing coordinates

9,1

Sep 1018:45

Battleships
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2 x 4

1 x 5

2 x 3
1 x 4

4,1

4,2

4,3

4,4

Sep 1018:45

LO:To translate shapes on a grid 

What is a translation?

Sep 1018:45

Translation is moving a shape on a grid

-Right        - Left

-Up           - Down 

3, 2
3, 1a

b

3, 2d
c

3,1

Sep 1018:45

b

c a
1

2 6,1
4,3

3 6,4
5,0

2,4

Sep 1018:45

Year 6 extension task

1)
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Sep 1018:45

LO: To reflect shapes on a grid 

Year 6 translation and reflection work.docx
Year 5 reflections.docx

Year 6 tasks: page 88 of Year 6 MMWGD 

(Print from book)

What is a reflection?

What happens to a shape 
or object when we reflect it?

Sep 1018:45

Year 6 translation and reflection work.docx
Year 5 reflections.docx

Year 6 tasks: page 88 of Year 6 MMWGD 

(Print from book)

What is a reflection?

What happens to a shape when we reflect it?

Sep 1018:45

Year 6 translation and reflection work.docx
Year 5 reflections.docx

Year 6 tasks: page 88 of Year 6 MMWGD 

(Print from book)

Rule: the vertices of the object 
and its image must be the same 
distance from the mirror line

Sep 1018:57

1   2   3   4   5   6   7  8   9   10 11 12 13

1 
  2
   
3 
  4
   
5 
  6
   
7 Y

X

How do I reflect this square across Y = 4?  

Sep 1018:57

1   2   3   4   5   6   7  8   9   10 11 12 13

1 
  2
   
3 
  4
   
5 
  6
   
7 

How do I reflect this triangle across X= 6? 

Sep 1018:45

Year 5 task   Year 6 tasks: page 88 of Year 6 MMWGD 

(Print from book) 
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Sep 1018:57

Year 6: How do I reflect this square across the y axis? Across the x axis?

Sep 1018:57

How do I reflect this triangle across the y axis? Across the x axis?

Sep 1018:57

How do I reflect this across the y axis? Across the x axis?

Sep 1018:57

Year 6: How do I reflect this across y = 1? Across X = 1? `

Sep 1018:45

Year 6 Task 

Sep 1018:57

1   2   3   4   5   6   7  8   9   10 11 12 13

1 
  2
   
3 
  4
   
5 
  6
   
7  Challenge:

1) Draw your own quadrant (Year 6 can draw 4)

2) Draw half a shape or object using a ruler. 

3) Underneath write a reflection instruction eg) reflect 
across X = 3 

4) Then complete the reflection yourself 

You can challenge yourself by drawing harder shapes 
to complete.
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L.O: To understand scale factor enlargement

2cm

2cm
6cm

6cm

2            6
6/2 = 3

x3
88/11 = 8

Triangle enlarged by a scale factor of 8

80

10 x ? = 110

110/10 = 11

3 x 11 = 33

33

Enlarged by a scale factor of 11

32/8 = 4 16/4 = 4

Enlarged by a SF of 4

?

10/5 = 2

Enlarged by a scale factor of a 1/2

12 / 2 = 6

?

Enlarged by a scale factor of 1/8 

48 / 6 = 8
56 / 8 = 7

?
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Enlarge this rectangle by a scale factor of 10

10cm

4cm

Enlarge this triangle by a scale factor of 1/5

30cm

15cm

20cm



Attachments

Lesson 3  3D_Shape_Properties_Table.pdf

Lesson 3 3D_shape_properties_HA.pdf

lesson 1 Name the polygon.docx

Lesson 1 Name the quadrilateral.docx

lesson 1 Regular vs Irregular sheet.docx

Polygon and quadralateral types answers.docx

Name the Quadrilateral types.docx

making nets of 3d shapes.doc

Shape week 2 Planning.docx

Year 6 missing coordinates.docx

lesson 1 Year 5 quadrant.docx

Year 6 quadrants.docx

lesson 2 Year 6 translation.docx

lesson 2 enrichment.docx

Year 6 translation and reflection work.docx

Year 5 reflections.docx

CoordinateBattleshipsDifferentiated.pdf

Yr6 coordinates extension.docx

Y5 translation extension.docx

Y6 translation extension.docx

Translation practice grids.docx
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[image: ]Regular vs Irregular
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Quadrilateral types
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*LO: To Visualise 3-D objects from 2-D drawings and make net (s)

1. Look at the 3d shapes below. Write the name of each one and then list what 2D shapes you would need to make each one. Eg. A sqube needs 4 squares and 2 rectangles.


[image: image1.png][image: image55.png]

[image: image56.png][image: image57.png]       [image: image2.png]       [image: image3.png]      [image: image4.png]

2.  Now match the nets below to the correct shape. Cut Each 3D shape out, cut out the net and stick it next to the shape in your book. 


[image: image5.png][image: image6.png] [image: image7.png] [image: image8.png]

3. Now have a look at these nets for a cube. Cut them out (as a whole, not each one) and stick them in your book. Colour it in red if you think it WILL make a cube. Colour it in yellow if you think it WON’T make a cube. Then test them using polydron. Tick if you were correct. Cross if you were wrong.


[image: image9.png]

**LO: To Visualise 3-D objects from 2-D drawings and make net (c)

1. Look at the 3d shapes below. Write the name of each one and then list what 2D shapes you would need to make each one. Eg. A sqube needs 4 squares and 2 rectangles.



[image: image10.png]       [image: image11.png]       [image: image12.png]      [image: image13.png][image: image14.png]

2.  Now match the nets below to the correct shape. Cut Each 3D shape out, cut out the net and stick it next to the shape in your book. 


[image: image15.png][image: image16.png] [image: image17.png] [image: image18.png]    [image: image19.png]

3. Now have a look at these nets for a cube. Cut them out (as a whole, not each one) and stick them in your book. Colour it in red if you think it WILL make a cube. Colour it in yellow if you think it WON’T make a cube. Then test them using polydron. Tick if you were correct. Cross if you were wrong.


[image: image20.png][image: image21.png]

[image: image22.png][image: image23.png]

4. Now have a look at these nets for a square-based pyramid and do the same. Cut them out, colour red if you think it will work. Yellow if you think it won’t. Then test using polydron.

[image: image24.png][image: image25.png]    [image: image26.png]   [image: image27.png]   [image: image28.png]

***LO: To Visualise 3-D objects from 2-D drawings and make net (e)


1. Look at the 3d shapes below. Write the name of each one and then list what 2D shapes you would need to make each one. Eg. A sqube needs 4 squares and 2 rectangles.



[image: image29.png]       [image: image30.png]       [image: image31.png]      [image: image32.png][image: image33.png] [image: image34.png]

2.  Now match the nets below to the correct shape. Cut Each 3D shape out, cut out the net and stick it next to the shape in your book. 


[image: image35.png][image: image36.png] [image: image37.png] [image: image38.png]
[image: image39][image: image40.png]

3. Now have a look at these nets for a cube. Cut them out (as a whole, not each one) and stick them in your book. Colour it in red if you think it WILL make a cube. Colour it in yellow if you think it WON’T make a cube. Then test them using polydron. Tick if you were correct. Cross if you were wrong.



[image: image41]          
[image: image42]         [image: image43.png]   
[image: image44]  [image: image45.png]

4. Now have a look at these nets for a square-based pyramid and do the same. Cut them out, colour red if you think it will work. Yellow if you think it won’t. Then test using polydron.


[image: image46.png][image: image47.png]    [image: image48.png]   [image: image49.png]   [image: image50.png]

5. Now try the same with these possible nets for a triangular prism

[image: image51.png]    
[image: image52]       [image: image53.png]           [image: image54.png]
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		Learning objective 

		Language and skills 

		Fluency 

		Problem solving 

		Reasoning 



		I can identify 2d shapes



2 lessons 

		Vocabulary of shapes: 

edges, vertices, faces, parallel lines, perpendicular lines,

nets, regular, irregular 

		Recall 2d shape names 

		 

		



		I can identify 2d shapes



		

 

		Recall 2d shape names

		Identify properties and know vocabulary of shapes to identify shapes and label shapes  

		



		I can recognise 3d Shapes



2 lessons 

		 

		10410

		Year 5 

Recognise from 2d representations 



Year 6:

Above and also describe fully

		



		I can recognise 3d Shapes



		

		Recall 3d shape names 

		Apply to worded and visual problems

Year 6: To visualise shapes more and more without the physical shape in front of them



		I can use nets

		

		10410

		Year 6 

To be able to recognise nets without building them
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Year 6

[image: ]   Which shape has the points,

(-4,1) (-2,1) (-3,3) ?  Label it shape A



2) Which shape has the points (-4,-2)(-4,-4)  (-6,-2)(-6,-4)?

Label it shape B.



3) Which shape is Shape A translated (5,1)?

Label shape C.

[bookmark: _GoBack]

4) Which shape is Shape B translated (7,0)?

Label it shape D



5) Which shape is Shape B translated (10,4)?

Label it E.



6) Which is shape A translated (1,-6)

Label it Shape F



7) Which shape is shape A translated (8,-5)

Label it shape G



8) Can you write an instruction to translate Shape B to the final shape?

Eg) Translate shape B (     ,     )

image1.png
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Year 5
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Coordinate Battleships 


 


 


 


 
Maths Games suitable 


for Key Stage 2 
Resources available for HA, MA, LA 







 


 


Dear fellow teachers, TA’s, LSA’s, and parents  


 


This resource is a fun activity for your pupils’ to play. Some knowledge in 
coordinates may be useful, but not necessary. It is suitable for all ks2 pupils’ as 
they’re differentiated to be suited for all pupils.  


 


How does it work? 


All you need to do is to simply print 2 copies of each sheet for the battles to 
take place between two fierce pirates.  


 


How many players can play? 


A self-contained game to be played in pairs (in two’s).  


 


How do I differentiate the game? 


Take a look at the Key below. Print sheets depending on the ability symbol.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


The following symbols mean: 


                =  LA (Lower Ability) 
 


                 =  MA (Middle Ability) 


 


                   =  HA (Higher Ability) 


 


 


M 


 


H 


 


L 


 







 


Battle Ships 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ARRR! – The rules 
Each player plots 5 small and 5 large 


battleships on the grid (See below for 


examples).   


 


Take it in turns to ask co-ordinate points to try 


and find where your opponent has hidden their 


battleships.  The other player must say if it is a 


"hit" or a "miss". This can be recorded on the 


enemy’s map. The winner is the first person to 


destroy the other one's fleet.  AHOY! 


 


X X X  Small Battleship 


X X X X  Large Battleship 


 


 


Enemy’s Map 
As you find out where their ships are placed, plot them on here. 


You could use a certain shape or colour to remind yourself of 


where an enemy ship is placed, and where there are no ships. 


 


L 


 


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


 0 1        2        3       4        5        6        7        8        9       10 


10        


9        


8       


7                
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Battle Ships 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ARRR! – The rules 
Each player plots 2 ships, large or small, in each 


quadrant (See below for examples).   


 


Take it in turns to ask co-ordinate points to try 


and find where your opponent has hidden their 


battleships.  The other player must say if it is a 


"hit" or a "miss". This can be recorded on the 


enemy’s map. The winner is the first person to 


destroy the other one's fleet.  AHOY! 


 


X X X  Small Battleship 


X X X X  Large Battleship 


 


 


Enemy’s Map 
As you find out where their ships are placed, plot them on here. 


You could use a certain shape or colour to remind yourself of 


where an enemy ship is placed, and where there are no ships. 


 


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


          


 


0 -5      -4      -3      -2       -1                 1        2        3        4       5 


5 


4 


3 


2 
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 M 


 


-1 


-2 


-3 


-4 


-5 


 


Y 


X 







 


Battle Ships 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


ARRR! - The rules 


Each player colours in 12 circles to represent their 


fleet of ships. Do not let anyone else see these! 


Take it in turns to call out the position and 


bearing of a shot.  


The other player must say if it is a "hit" or a 


"miss". This can be recorded on the enemy status 


grid. The winner is the first person to destroy the 


other one's fleet.  AHOY! 


360° / 0° 


45° 


90° 


135° 


180° 


225° 


270° 


315° 


5km 
4km 


3km 
2km 


1km 


5km 5km 


5km 


4km 4km 


4km 


3km 3km 


3km 


2km 2km 


2km 


1km 


1km 


1km 


Enemy Status Grid 


 


H 
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[bookmark: _GoBack]Year 5 Challenges (do all writing in your book) 
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3. 

















	







4. [image: ](draw table in your book)











5.









6. 
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Translation

Q1. On the grid there are three points joined by two lines.

[image: ] 

Lara plots another point on the grid at (−1, 2).

She joins the points to make a quadrilateral.

Complete Lara’s quadrilateral on the grid.
Use a ruler.

1 mark

Then Lara translates the quadrilateral 4 squares to the right.

Draw the quadrilateral in its new position on the grid.

1 mark







Q2.

Kyle has drawn triangle ABC on this grid.

[image: ] 

Holly has started to draw an identical triangle DEF.

What will be the coordinates of point F?

[image: ] 

1 mark















Q3.

Here is a shape on a grid.

The shape is translated so that point A moves to (7, 8).

Draw the shape in its new position.

Use a ruler.

[image: ] 

1 mark















Q4.

Here is a triangle drawn on a coordinate grid.

[image: ] 

The triangle is translated 7 right and 5 up.

Draw the triangle in its new position.

1 mark













Q5.

Here is a shaded shape on a grid.

The shape is translated so that point A moves to point B.

Draw the shape in its new position.

Use a ruler.

 

[image: ] 

2 marks















Q6.

Here is a quadrilateral on a square grid.

The quadrilateral is translated so that point A moves to point B.

Draw the quadrilateral in its new position.

Use a ruler.

[image: ] 

1 mark

Q7.

Here are some tiles on a square grid.

 

[image: ]Three different tiles can be fitted together without overlapping to make a shape identical to tile A.

Write the letters of the three tiles.

 

[bookmark: _GoBack]1 mark
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Mark schemes

Q1.

(a)  Quadrilateral completed, as shown:

[image: ] 

Accept slight inaccuracies in drawing provided the intention is clear.

1

(b)  Quadrilateral translated correctly, as shown:

[image: ] 

Accept slight inaccuracies in drawing provided the intention is clear.

Award ONE mark if the answer to (b) is a quadrilateral with sides drawn and is a correct translation of their answer to (a).

1

[2]

Q2.

(4, 3)

Coordinates must be written in the correct order.

Accept (6, 3), (4, –1) or (6 –1)

Accept answers written on the diagram, with or without brackets and commas.

[1]

Q3.

Shape located correctly, as shown:

[image: ]

Accept slight inaccuracies in drawing (see guidance).

Shape need not be shaded for the award of ONE mark.

[1]

Q4.

Triangle with vertices at (2,1) AND (2,4) AND (5,1) drawn on the grid as shown:

[image: ] 

Accept slight inaccuracies in drawing

[1]

Q5.

Award TWO marks for three vertices of the shape, excluding B, translated correctly as shown below:

[image: ] 

If the answer is incorrect, award ONE mark for two vertices, excluding B, translated correctly.

Accept slight inaccuracies in drawing provided intention is clear.

Up to 2

[2]

Q6.

Diagram completed as shown:
[image: ] 

Accept slight inaccuracies in drawing

[1]

Q7.

B AND C AND G

Letters may be given in any order.

U1
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